Automatic foil splice

Upgrade your existing foil reels to an ITM Automatic splice unit, giving better control over the foil and reducing down time for material changes.
HLP Automatic foil splice

Reduce material change down time with an automatic foil splice upgrade

**Issue**
- Machine stopped, waiting for materials
- Production down time whilst waiting for materials

**Consequences**
- Increased down time
- Lower production

**Solution**
- Automatic foil splice

**Advantages**
- Machine run time is extended as the foil splice unit automatically changes reels, with no intervention from the operator
- Sealed bearings are used throughout, so no additional lubrication is required on this unit

**Scope**
- Complete automatic foil splice upgrade

**Time required**
- Approx. machine down time: 16 hours (2 working days)
- Total mechanical hours: 16 hours
- Total electrical hours: 14 hours

**Guarantee**
- One year guarantee

*Suitable for all HLPs*